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Science in your school
Think about leadership, curriculum coverage, CPD, assessment, practical science, working scienti�cally,
progression, science capital, school visits, resources, the pro�le of science.......
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What is going well in science
teaching and learning at your
school?

Good Science teaching across the school with the use of �oor
books. Strong Science leaders who have clear ideas for the rest
of the school. PSQM outreach achieved. TAPS being used

It is timetabled and being taught. Floor
books have been introduced more widely
across the school.

Practical science lessons across the school
not extra English

Teachers are willing to try new things

What is not going so well in
science teaching and learning at
your school?

Need to develop assessment in science
further but I have the knowledge of TAPS
and action plan in place- it's on hold slightly
due to covid.

Timetabled time for science can be dif�cult at times due to an
equal push on foundation subjects. Trying to stress that Science
is a CORE subject and needs dedicated time!

Still not always taught weekly, sometimes blocked due to time
restrictions with new afternoon session times because of
COVID 

Need a consistent approach to Afl

What questions do you have
about science teaching and
learning?

What can we do about careers?
How about 1001inventions to the city

Home - 1001 Inventions
Ibn Sina, or Avicenna, lived in Hamadan
and Jurjan from 980 to 1037 CE, and
acquired great fame in mediaeval
European medicine. His encyclopaedic
book Al Qanun Fi Al-Tibb (The Canon of
Medicine) was translated into Latin at
the end of the 12th century CE, and
became a reference source for medical studies in the universities of
Europe for 500 years!

1001 INVENTIONS

Teaching science remotely has been dif�cult. How do you teach
science effectively when there can be a lack of
resources/opportunity for practical engagement.

Give a bit more detail- Is this just about kit? ― TINA249

Any advice for getting good resources into school, websites etc.
We have a very small budget 
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